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Opening Remarks
 Good morning, I am Manuel Ramos-Francia, a Vice-Governor and Member of the
Governing Board at Banco de México. Also, I am currently the Chairman of the Deputies
of the International Monetary and Financial Committee (IMFC) of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). I mention this because at the end of my remarks, I will briefly
touch upon some of the topics that are being discussed at the IMFC concerning the role of
the IMF in the global economy.
 On behalf of Banco de México, I would like to extend everyone a warm welcome to the
Annual International Journal of Central Banking Research Conference “Challenges to
Achieving Price Stability.” I would also like to express my gratitude to the conference
organizers, the IJCB, and our host Banco de México, in particular, its Research Division.
 As all of you know, in response to the global financial crisis, central banks in major
advanced economies adopted a series of unconventional monetary policies (UMPs) with
two main objectives.
 First, to restore the functioning of financial markets and intermediation. This goal
included all the way from liquidity provision to a sort of “market maker of last resort”,
and comprised purchases of private and public assets.
 Second, to provide further monetary accommodation at the zero lower bound (zlb).
This objective included purchases of government bonds, as well as forward guidance.
 The need for UMPs brought to light fundamental problems in the theoretical
underpinnings of what was, at the time, considered mainstream central bank
macroeconomic modelling.
 Concerning the aforementioned objectives, as Willem Buiter (2014) has recently
emphasized, central bank macro modelling mainly rested on a ‘complete markets
paradigm.’2
 Indeed, in a world where there exists a set of securities that spans all time periods and
states of nature, and in which inter-temporal budget constraints are satisfied, default,
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bankruptcy and insolvency are not possibilities. Consequently, with the exception of
using some off-the-cuff assumptions, funding and market illiquidity are not possible
in such a setup. More generally, in such paradigm, banks are redundant institutions.3
 On a related note, the retrenched urgency of linearizing models, and of assuming
additive shocks, gave place to business cycle dynamics that were, by construction,
stable. Thus, it was a futile effort towards understanding financial stability issues.
 These policies, many believe, have given rise to more questions than answers in that
terrain where theory and policy are closely intertwined. Allow me to name some of the
most prominent ones.
 Should long-term price stability continue to be the primary objective of monetary
policy, or should there be new ones such as financial and external stabilities (these in
conjunction with other policies)? 4
 Should we rethink the monetary transmission channels and economic relationships
such as the Phillips curve? 5
 Will there be new challenges to central banks´ independence, both because of
economic and political reasons? 6
 How should monetary policy interact with macro-prudential policy and capital flows
management policies? Moreover, ¿is there really a justification for the implementation
in some cases of the latter? 7
 How should we think about monetary policy at the zero lower bound? 8
 Is there a need for aggressive monetary policy since, some believe, the Wicksellian
natural real rate may be significantly negative at this time?
 Should we forget about the possibility of fiscal dominance in countries where
Quantitative Easing policies have been implemented?
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 Should there be greater international cooperation in the sphere of monetary policy?
 Of course, during the last few years, both academics and policy makers alike have been
working hard and diligently on many of these issues, potentially laying the foundations
of new ways to think about monetary policy, and its interactions with other policies. In
fact, fora like the IJCB have been actively contributing towards improving this debate,
and will surely keep doing so in the future.
 Today, I want to concentrate on a particular aspect of the last topic of the list I just
mentioned, whether more international cooperation in monetary policy is warranted.
Indeed, I believe that one of the most important issues that we have learned since the onset
of the crisis, is that in a highly integrated world, monetary policy does not work in
isolation in the country of origin.9 To be sure, many have argued that it is now necessary
to think about the possible spillovers and, in tandem, spillbacks that monetary policy can
in effect create. Some of these important issues are explored in today´s seminar by Kristina
Bluwstein, and Fabio Canova in the European scene, and by Victoria Nuguer in the
international one.10
 It is useful to recall that prior to the global financial crisis, the overall perception was that
if each country maintained an adequate and orderly set of economic policies, then the
world economy would take care of itself. It was perceived that, if one country made a
policy mistake, any repercussions would be mostly limited to that same country. What
was only needed in order to maintain economic and financial stability was the exchange
of information. This concept was dubbed the house-in-order doctrine by Padoa-Schioppa
(2005).11 Needless to say, the recent global financial crisis was a harsh reminder of how
inadequate such a perception was.12
 Indeed, the way of thinking was that cooperation was not of first order importance.
As a result, there was no genuine joint effort to even debate and, thus, possibly agree on
measures to take cooperation to a higher footing.
 Nowadays, we should know better. In effect, the world economy is quite different from
how we perceived it at the time. Let me mention a couple of points in this regard. 13
 First, the level of interconnectedness between economies in today´s world has
dramatically increased. Beyond the global nature of many firms and financial
institutions, this interconnectedness has changed in many dimensions during the past
several years. Accordingly, among others, it has potentially increased feedback
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effects across different economies due to macroeconomic shocks. Thus, policies
should be designed acknowledging this, ineludibly calling for cooperation.
 Second, big economies need to take into consideration the consequences its policies
might have beyond their borders, in particular, in small open economies.14 In this
respect, one could take for granted that the implementation of certain policies is suitable
for the markets they are envisioned for. Yet, they might have unintended consequences
in other economies.15
 Considering a broader perspective, I believe that few would dispute that today the world
finds itself in a growth malaise. Different reasons have been given to explain this:16
 Some emphasize a persistent inadequacy of aggregate demand, and the fact that the
zlb as well as the potential for financial instability prevents monetary policy from being
more active, a situation which has been called ‘secular stagnation’.17
 Others have emphasized a weak supply potential, arguing a slowdown in post-war total
factor productivity growth.18
 Yet other, more recently, have highlighted plateauing educational levels, and labor
force participation rates. 19, 20
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 As Raghuram Rajan, currently the Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, has argued, it
is difficult to disentangle the effects of weak aggregate demand from slow growth in
potential supply.21
 In this context, nevertheless, the ever present need for growth for societies, and, of course,
for politicians, elected or otherwise, has become even more urgent. Adding to this, the
fear of deflation has been haunting central banks.
 In particular, given the high levels of debt maintained by some agents, be them
households, governments, firms or others, among other factors, countercyclical policies
have mainly proven to be ineffective in restoring growth, whereas structural reform
policies take time to implement and to deliver benefits to society, not least because
politically they are difficult to implement as there is usually the need to confront vested
and entrenched interests.
 Even so, the need for growth remains. What other instruments are there to achieve it?
Well, as all of you know, exports. This is not only for the reasons that I just mentioned,
but also because the potential global market for goods and services is, by definition, bigger
than any individual country´s market.22
 A big problem, however, is that under stagnant growth conditions, all countries trying to
increase exports at the same time amounts to a zero sum game.
 Under reasonable circumstances, what would one expect about the workings of the
global economy? Given the need for consumption smoothing at a relatively higher level
on the part of emerging economies, one would expect to observe capital flows from
advanced to emerging economies, for the latter to invest and, at the end of the day, for
them to enhance their economic growth and consumption, thereby increasing their demand
for goods and services from advanced ones.
 As we can remember from the 90s and the early 2000s, however, this did not end up well
in most cases. This was so for a plethora of reasons. As a result, many emerging markets
decided to change track, running current account surpluses, or substantially lowering
current account deficits, and accumulating international reserves, both to maintain
exchange rate competitiveness, and to self-insure against sudden-stop type of events.
 On the other hand, since the onset of the crisis, for advanced economies, the central
macroeconomic tool both for financial and macroeconomic stabilization purposes,
and for attempting to restore growth, have been UMPs.23 These have been designed
to compress term premiums and, in combination with forward guidance signaling low
expected short term rates, have lowered to historical minimums long dated bond yields in
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many advanced economies. In tandem, they have precipitated a very active search-foryield process.
 Of course, this has meant record amounts of capital flowing to emerging economies,
and, to varying degrees depending on the policies implemented by them, appreciating their
real exchange rates with the concomitant relative price distortions and, in many cases,
leading to credit and/or consumptions booms. An important reason for this was the
perception on the part of many of these economies that, due to favorable terms of trade
shocks over a long period of time in the form of high and increasing commodity prices, in
combination with the readily available foreign capital, they had more equity than was
really the case. Clearly, this led to a deterioration of current accounts in many emerging
economies, and to the improvement in advanced economies´ current accounts.
 Nevertheless, if these UMPs are not accompanied by other domestic demand enhancing
policies, this amounts, just as it happened in the case of emerging markets following their
1990s and early 2000s crises, to demand diversion and not to demand creation.
 If there would be incentives to stop both, a) UMPs on the part of advanced economies at
some point, for example, once deflation fears dissipate, and market functioning is restored,
and b) international reserve accumulation on the part of emerging ones, there wouldn´t be
a problem. Nevertheless, as we are starting to learn, UMPs seem to start losing traction
at some point which, together with the never ending politically motivated quest for
growth, can result in strong incentives to continue, and even intensify, these policies
beyond any reasonable limit.
 On the other hand, if at some point the decision is reached for the need to start reversing
these policies, then emerging economies in particular, face another daunting challenge:
that of the possibility of strong capital outflows. Evidently, trying to prevent the worst
effects of this leads emerging economies to accumulate reserves.
 In sum, both advanced and emerging economies have incentives to be engaged in a quest
to divert demand to their own economies through policies that alter central bank balance
sheets and, in the case of emerging economies, additionally to self-insure against sudden
stops, leading to a very inefficient global growth equilibrium reflecting, overall, lack of
demand.
 In my following remarks, I will dwell on the particular dilemma that many emerging
economies are currently facing derived from the stage of the game we are presently at that
I have just described: the possibility of abrupt, large, disruptive capital outflows.
 There has been an enduring and heated debate on the topic of capital flows and/or
controls. As I mentioned, it has taken place amidst the unprecedented monetary policy
stances that have been set in place in many advanced economies. Of course, emerging
market economies have felt some of their spill-overs. On the matter, the IMF has published
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two relatively influential Working Papers. (Ostry et al. (2010), and an IMF´s policy paper
(2012)).24
 Broadly speaking, they recommend that if an economy faces a situation under which
authorities become cognizant of macroeconomic risks accumulating in light of, among
others, excessive capital inflows, they should respond with the following policies, albeit
their exact implementation depends on the particular circumstances faced by each
economy.
i. Allow for the exchange rate to appreciate.
ii. Accumulate international reserves.
iii. Intervene in the exchange rate market.
iv. Relax monetary and tighten fiscal policies.
 If all these responses have been judged to be exhausted, only then authorities should
consider using capital controls. In particular, they should not be used to postpone other,
perhaps very much needed, policies. In a nutshell, they see capital controls only as a
complementary policy tool.
 Needless to say, this was a significant shift in the Fund´s stance on the subject. In effect,
as stated in The Economist (2013) writing on the matter, it was as “...if the Vatican had
given its blessing to birth control.”
 In this context, there are two externalities that initially called much of the attention of
policy makers and academics alike.
 First, UMPs have been seen by many as monetary experiments with possible highly
unknown repercussions. In fact, Rajan has referred to them as a ‘step in the dark.’25
One of the channels through which UMPs work is through exchange rates.
Accordingly, there are several terms which are closely associated with it: currency
wars, competitive devaluation, and competitive easing.26
 Second, some of the emerging market economies, which are recipients of capital flows,
have implemented capital controls. These have, quite possibly, brought about
significant policy uncertainty. Moreover, such policy responses can lead to several
other difficulties. To begin with, they can deflect capital flows towards other
economies. Accordingly, even under the case in which capital controls could make
sense from an individual perspective, from a multilateral one, they might turn out to be
deleterious.27
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 What is more, albeit capital controls have been advocated as a policy option under
some conditions, they can in fact most of the time be easily circumvented. Since their
significant enforceability issues are well known, I will not dwell on them.28
 It is important to note that, evidently, the current rationale for implementing capital
controls (or intervening in the FX market, for that matter) is precisely the opposite one
that gave rise to the previous discussion: this time, it´s the possibility of large, abrupt,
capital outflows that has given rise to their renewed interest.
 In this sense, it is useful to consider some of the economic rationales that have been put
forward by the academic literature motivating the use of capital controls, this time around
in order to mitigate the effects of sudden stops. In what follows, I will briefly review
three of the main recent papers.
 First, Farhi and Werning´s (2013) consider the possible occurrence of a sudden stop.
In their model, capital controls are set as subsidies on capital inflows and as taxes
on outflows. The authorities have as an objective to mitigate the archetypal
consequences of a sudden stop: exchange rate depreciations, interest rate increases,
current account reversals, and drops in consumption. Thus, the rationale they put
forward for capital controls is to smooth the stabilization process when a sudden stop
takes place.
 Second, in Bengui and Bianchi (2014) households are occasionally subject to a credit
constraint. Hence, their access to credit depends on the value of their current income,
which in turn is a function of tradable and non-tradable goods. Then, if sufficient debt
stock accumulates and a sudden stop takes place, the contraction of capital flows and
the depreciation of the real exchange rate feed each other through the credit constraint.
In their model, a pecuniary externality exists precisely because agents ignore that as
their debt increases, they are more exposed to a sudden stop. They maintain that their
externality can be addressed with capital controls.29
The gist in their model is that controls cannot be enforced on a fraction of agents.
Thus, as authorities tighten the financial regulation, the fraction of unregulated agents
know there is less probability of a sudden stop, and take on additional debt. While the
planner cannot control unregulated agents, she does account for these leakages when
solving for her planning problem. The authors find that, notwithstanding the imperfect
enforcement, capital controls are welfare improving. But when implemented, their cost
essentially falls on the regulated fraction of agents, while their benefits are shared by
both fractions.
 Third, Korinek and Sandri (2014) study how pecuniary externalities lead to financial
amplification in a small open economy. In their model, borrowers are financially
constrained, and do not internalize the effect their decisions have on the relative price
28
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of the non-tradable good (i.e., the real exchange rate). In contrast, savers are not
financially constrained. Also, foreigners borrow/save and buy/sell the tradable good
with domestic agents. When the financial constraint binds, the real exchange rate is
more sensitive to changes in the borrowers´ endowment, in particular in light of a
sudden stop like episode. This is so given that agents´ endowments are valued in terms
of the price of non-tradeable goods, a relative price which deteriorates in case of a
sudden stop. The borrowers´ constraint, and the pecuniary externality lead to an
amplification mechanism.
Their model has the same flavor as the celebrated Kiyotaki and Moore´s Credit cycles
model, as they both have an amplification mechanism through financial constraints and
collateralized borrowing.30
 In sum, recently, there has been this development in the literature that uses general
equilibrium models in which, for the most part, pecuniary externalities are used to justify
the implementation of capital controls.31
 However, while the aforementioned papers are laudable and certainly have their academic
merit, we believe they do not focus on the most salient difficulties policy makers,
particularly in some emerging markets, are facing today. As many of you know, there
is always a danger of focusing more on what is analytically tractable and elegant, than on
what is policy wise more relevant.
 In light of this, let me explain what I think are today some of the most important,
outstanding policy issues for emerging market economies.
 The main dilemma is the need to balance the possibility of large capital outflows
and/or volatility, with the need to try to restore higher growth coupled with reduced
policy space.
 In order to dwell further, let me first briefly describe the current setup:
 The first element to consider is, how and when, the lift-off of short terms rates in the
US will take place. It goes without saying that this should not to be understood as a
statement regarding its adequacy. In fact, this is not the case here or elsewhere in my
remarks today.
 Second, broadly speaking, we believe that some of the key problems for policy makers
in the context of capital flows can be divided into two stages. Initially, the low levels
of interest rates in advanced economies as a result of the implementation of QE, gave
investors the incentives to perform carry trade operations and, thus, significantly
30
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increased the already quite large capital inflows to emerging economies. Afterwards,
in the prelude of the eminent first increase in the US reference rate, there have been
episodes suggestive of the extent to which capital flows could leave emerging markets
in a disorderly fashion.
 Associated with both stages, some characteristics exacerbate such problems. For
instance, there is the size of the Global Asset Management Companies (GAMCs),
which have become very relevant players in emerging economies´ financial markets,
in no small part because they operate mainly in an unleveraged way, whereas other
financial institutions such as banks are now subject to much more stringent regulation,
which has tended to reduce their presence in emerging economies financial markets. In
particular, capital flows from GAMCs are large when compared to the size of some
emerging economies´ financial markets.32,33 These companies also follow similar
investment strategies in the referred financial markets, tending to invest in just a few
instruments like ETFs and wide indices like the WIGBY, and use similar risk
management tools.34 Moreover, these may contribute significantly to increase crowded
trades.35 Most of these elements can be considered cross-sectional channels of
systemic risk (see, e.g., Wagner (2014)). In effect, the amount of risk they are taking
is quite possibly above the socially optimal one.
 Indeed, one of the current main causes of concern for policymakers in emerging
economies is not only the possibility of large capital outflows, but the dynamics and
volatility of those flows. In this context, we believe that the correct approach to
understand this is as an agency problem among the owners of capital and its
managers, involving a global game, as in Morris and Shin (2014).36
 In their model, asset managers -which are risk neutral- interact with households -which
are risk-averse- in a risky bond market. All agents have access to a money market
account that provides a floating rate. This rate directly depends on the monetary policy
reference rate in the core country. Both types of agents have to decide where to allocate
their capital, in the risky bond, or in the money market account. A key characteristic
of their model is that as the number of managers with a position in the risky bond
increases, the level of the bond price increases, and vice versa.
 In the global game managers decide whether to keep investing a unit of their capital in
the risky bond, or allocate it to the money market account. To that end, they receive a
signal regarding the reference rate, which affects the return yield on the money market
account. Moreover, each manager receives an independent signal of the reference rate.
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Thus, they follow threshold strategies, i.e., they take their portfolio decision depending
on the level in which the reference rate falls relative to a threshold.
 The imperfections derived from this agency problem are commonly mitigated by
ranking investors performance. In effect, ranking is a monitoring mechanism to
mitigate the agency problem present particularly since the ultimate investors are too far
removed from the owners of capital. The gist is that asset managers, evidently, are
averse to ranking last. This is so since then they can face fund redemptions and, more
generally, their asset gathering capabilities can be affected. Thus, in their model,
managers that rank last are penalized beyond their unfavorable portfolio return.37 This
aversion introduces a coordination mechanism in the managers´ portfolio decisions. In
particular, such decisions can lead to jumps in prices in anticipation of expected small
changes in central banks´ reference rates. Arguably, these elements can lead to runlike dynamics in the respective financial market.
 There are two key empirical implications of their model.
 First, as mentioned, as the number of portfolio managers with a position in the risky
bond increases, the bond price increases, and vice versa. For the same reason, as a pack
of portfolio managers sell their positions in the risky bond, its price decreases
proportionally to the size of the pack. In contrast, in a large market, a decrease in its
price will attract other managers and stave off the price reduction.38
In their model, there is no change in the economic fundamentals of the risky asset for
its price to significantly change. In this regard, a typical characteristic of a systemic
risk episode is that asset prices change without any apparent variation in their
fundamentals (Freixas et al. 2015).
 Second, as the number of portfolio managers with a position in the risky bond
increases, the level of the interest rate threshold which guides their portfolio decisions
between the money market account and the risky bond decreases. Thus, as underscored
by Morris and Shin (2014), the size of the managers sector is key to determining the
possible market disruptions when monetary policy shocks take place.39
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 Their main empirical implications have been explored in, at least, two different
contexts.40 For instance, first, Feroli et al. (2014) explore the possibility of run-like
dynamics in different types of open-end mutual funds. To assess these implications they
posit a model which is a simplification of Morris and Shin´s (2014) model. They find that
for some types of funds, there is evidence of the possible presence of possible run-like
dynamics.
 Second, García-Verdú and myself (2015), under the same framework, explore the possible
presence of run-like dynamics in bond flows associated with a group of emerging market
economies.
 In effect, we find evidence favorable to the presence of run-like dynamics in bond
flows. Moreover, we find indications that changes in the US monetary policy rate
seem to affect the bond flows dynamics.
 Interestingly enough, we also find that the US monetary policy effects´ strength on
the bond flow dynamics has apparently increased in recent years.
 We run a battery of control and robustness exercises. In them, for instance, we find
little evidence of run-like dynamics in equities flows associated with emerging
markets, and in bond flows associated with advanced economies, where financial
markets are deeper.
 Let me briefly discuss some possible policy responses that have been brought to the table.
At the heart of the model, there is an externality. Moreover, it is two-sided, affecting
emerging and advanced economies.
 For instance, Stein (2014) argues that the policy response should depend on the level
at which the run-like dynamics take place. If they take place at the investors´ level, one
could impose, for example, a redemption fee.
 The economic rationale for such a measure is straightforward: a fee would make exiting
investors internalize the effect on the risky bond´s price, which affects all of their peers
that did not sell their positions.
 Nonetheless, if the run-like dynamics take place at the fund managers´ level, a policy
response is less direct.
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Hence, it seems that there could be some gains by cooperating in implementing some sort
of policy response. In this case, the FSB is presently analysing policies which could
internalize the large liquidity risk derived from possible massive redemptions in the
referred markets. Of course, any actual implementation would need a more systematic
assessment of the situation. Yet, we believe that the externality is there, and could
certainly entail a systemic risk.
 In this context, there might be the perception that the size of emerging market economies
is, from the advanced economies´ perspective, inconsequential. This is an unfortunate
perception. Any such perception might run the risk of repeating the same mistakes done
prior to the global financial crisis, by assuming away the possibility of contagion through
financial markets.
 Notably, these issues are mostly unrelated to the problems that were used to motivate the
use of capital controls. In fact, in policy circles, it was widely believed that the capital
controls discussion had been settled a long time ago. Yet, in the last few years there has
been an unprecedented degree of monetary policy accommodation in advanced
economies. The search for yield, given the low levels of interest rates in advanced
economies, has led to enormous problems in policy making in some emerging market
economies in both of its facets: at first the large capital inflow stage and, afterwards, the
possibility of large, abrupt capital outflows when the perception is generated that the core
country could start the process of normalizing monetary policy.
 To conclude, let me mention two set of points. The first set pertains to some of the key
policies emerging economies can individually pursue. The second set, to the need of
taking international cooperation to a higher level.
 First, going forward, emerging markets as I have said, face potentially daunting
challenges.
 In this context, it is very difficult to overemphasize that nothing can substitute for
solid macroeconomic fundamentals.
 Fiscal policy should be tightened. Monetary policy should be adjusted depending on
different issues, but there may be complicated trade-offs present in this case.
 Financial authorities have to foster conditions under which financial markets can
grow as deep, and as complete, as possible.
 Policy makers have to design, plan and implement the necessary structural reforms.
Crucially, these policies have to be seen and implemented as a package. In effect,
there are neither silver bullets, nor fail-safe reforms. Equally important is that
emerging market economies that have consistently implemented more prudent
macroeconomic policies should try to differentiate themselves from their peers as
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much as possible, especially now that the asset class seems to be under a lot of
strain.
 Second, regarding international cooperation, my contention is that for it to gain
traction, we need to reassess its benefits and, in tandem, the eventual costs of
continuing with the current system (or non-system).
 This is not to say that cooperation can be easily achieved. In effect, in the words
of the late Anna Schwartz cooperation: “…is a fair-weather instrument because
countries have independent interests that they will not sacrifice for the sake of the
collectivity.” 41 Rather, it is motivating cooperation what is necessary given the
otherwise potential dire consequences.
 The theory on non-cooperative repeated games can tell us about why and where
has there been cooperation, and where we can expect to see it in the future. More
specifically, in such games the players´ willingness to cooperate closely depends
on: 1) their subjective discount factors, 2) the level of economic activity, and 3) the
prevailing economic uncertainty. Thus, it is a fragile equilibrium, and cooperation
can be brought to a halt in various instances.42
 In short, such cooperation has to be called for by the realization that it is in the
economies´ interests to cooperate, and not doing so could bring about
significant and long-lasting costs.
 Yet, the world should advance much more quickly on cooperative/coordinated
solutions to some of these problems. Financial institutions such as the world´s
central banks have advanced along these lines, e.g., successfully implementing swap
lines during the global financial crisis.
 In addition, the IMF, as a key multilateral institution, has made available several
types of credit lines to countries with a strong record of economic policies but that,
nonetheless, could face challenges in the current environment. In particular, at the
IMFC and also at fora like the G20, important policy tools such as the design and
architecture of Global Financial Safety Nets are considered to be essential for the
world economy to achieve a better equilibrium.
 Indeed, these policy tools are fundamental towards creating a more resilient
International Monetary System and, thus, securing better global economic growth.
Some solid steps have been taken in the right direction, but much work remains to
be done.
 Thank you for your attention. Without further ado, let me wish you all a very
successful conference and cede the floor to John Williams.

41
42

Schwartz (2000).
See, e.g., Green and Porter (1984).
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